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particular: 99.5% of results within ±10% for blood glucose concentration ≥5.55 mmol/L, and 100% of results within ±0.56 mmol/l mmol/L compared to the laboratory method of blood glucose concentration of 5.55 mmol/L. - Pharmacy Practice and Profession Santa 2017 Review of over-the-counter advice and recommendations (re: pharmacists) † Survey refers
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use cookies and how you can disable or change the settings of cookies. ACCEPT Transfer data from your contour® blood glucose meter to your computer easily. Browse the information below to find out what it takes to connect the meter to your computer. Contour™ NEXT USB, Contour™ USB, Contour™ NEXT LINK and Contour™ PLUS LINK 2.4 meters
do not require a cable to transmit data to the computer. Each can be connected directly to the computer's data usb port. If you have a contour™ XT, a contour™ PLUS, a contour™, a BREEZE™ 2, a contour™ TS, a contour™ next equalizer, or a contour™ LINK meter you will need to purchase a data cable to connect the meter to your computer. Both of
these data cables are property for contour® devices, so you will need to install the appropriate cable driver software before using them for the first time. (see below) Download and install cable drivers: To download the latest cable drivers (for use with both USB Data Cables and serial port data cables), please click on the link below: Contour™NEXT meter
uses USB 2.0 male Micro B 5-contact male cable to transmit data from meter to computer. This cable cannot be purchased from us, but is available in the electronics department of most retail stores or in a mobile phone store. This cable is compatible with many smartphones such as Motorola™ Droid, HTC Evo™ and others, so you may already have this
type of cable. Cable. Cable.
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